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Possibilistic networks and possibilistic logic are two standard frameworks of interest for repre-
senting uncertain pieces of knowledge. Possibilistic networks exhibit relationships between variables
while possibilistic logic ranks logical formulas according to their level of certainty. For multiply con-
nected networks, it is well-known that the inference process is a hard problem. This paper studies a
new representation of possibilistic networks called hybrid possibilistic networks. It results from com-
bining the two semantically equivalent types of standard representation. We ﬁrst present a propaga-
tion algorithm through hybrid possibilistic networks. This inference algorithm on hybrid networks is
strictly more eﬃcient (and conﬁrmed by experimental studies) than the one of standard propagation
algorithm.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Possibilistic and probabilistic networks [1–4] are important tools proposed for an eﬃ-
cient representation and analysis of uncertain information.
Their success is due to their simplicity and their capacity of representing and handling
independence relationships which are important for an eﬃcient management of uncertain
pieces of information.0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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variable and every edge represents a ‘‘causal’’ or an ‘‘inﬂuence’’ relationship between
two variables. Uncertainty is expressed by means of conditional possibility distributions
for each node in the context of its parents.
The inference in possibilistic graphs depends on the structure of a DAG. For simply
connected graphs, the inference process can be achieved in a polynomial time. However,
for multiply connected graphs, the propagation algorithm is expensive. It generally
requires a graphical transformation from the initial graph to another tree structure such
as a junction tree, where nodes in this tree are sets of variables called clusters. The prop-
agation algorithm eﬃciency depends on clusters’ size, and the space complexity is a func-
tion of cartesian product of cluster variables’ domains.
Another standardway to represent uncertain information in possibility theory framework
is possibilistic logic. Possibilistic logic is an extension of classical logic. Aweight is associated
with each propositional formula. This weight represents the formula’s priority regarding
other formulas. The set of such weighted formulas is called possibilistic knowledge base.
This paper proposes a new representation of uncertain information in possibilistic net-
works called hybrid possibilistic networks. The idea is to continue the use of graphical
structure to represent independence relations, and to use possibilistic logic to locally rep-
resent the uncertainty associated with each node and its parents. Namely, in our represen-
tation local uncertainty is no longer represented by conditional possibility distributions
but by possibilistic knowledge bases.
The main advantage of this representation concerns space complexity. For instance, in
singly connected networks, it may happen that for a given variable the number of parents
can be very high. In this case, it may be impossible to provide the conditional possibility
distributions for this variable. In our framework, one can only provide a compact repre-
sentation of these conditional possibility distributions by means of possibilistic knowledge
bases. A similar remark also holds for multiply connected networks. Namely, during the
junction tree construction, it may happen that the size of clusters can be very large. In this
case, it can be impossible to construct possibility distributions associated with clusters.
Our representation enables us to represent possibilistic knowledge bases associated with
large clusters.
This hybrid representation generalizes the two well-known representation frameworks:
possibilistic logic and possibilistic networks.
This paper is an extended and revised version of the conference papers [5,6]. It is orga-
nized as follows:
Section 2 ﬁxes the notations and presents a brief background on standard possibilistic
frameworks: possibilistic logic and possibilistic networks. Section 3 introduces our hybrid
representation of possibilistic networks. The adaptation of propagation algorithms for
multiply connected networks is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are presented
in Section 6.
2. Possibilistic logic and possibilistic networks
2.1. Notations
Let V = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} be a set of variables. DAi denotes the ﬁnite domain associated
with the variable Ai. For the sake of simplicity, and without lost of generality, variables
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represents the other instance of Ai. u,w, . . . denote propositional formulas (called also
events) obtained from V and logical connectors ^ (conjunction), _ (disjunction), : (prop-
ositional negation). > and ?, respectively, denote tautologies and contradictions.
X ¼ Ai2V DAi represents the universe of discourse and x, an element of X, is called an
interpretation. It is either denoted by tuples (a1, . . . ,an) or by conjunctions (a1 ^    ^ an),
where ai’s are respectively instance of Ai’s. In the following,  denotes the propositional
logic satisfaction. x  u means that x is a model of u.2.2. Possibility measure and possibility distribution
Let us introduce the basic notions concerning possibility theory [7]. Uncertainty on an
event u can be described by two dual measures: possibility measure P and necessity mea-
sure N.
The possibility measure P is a function that associates to each formula u a weight in a
unit interval [0,1]. P should satisfy the following requirements:
(i) P(>) = 1
(ii) P(?) = 0
(iii) P(u _ w) = max(P(u),P(w)), and
(iv) if u and w are logically equivalent (namely they have the same set of models) then
P(u) = P(w). P(u) represents the possibility degree that a model of u corresponds
to the real word. Namely, this measure evaluates the consistency level of u with
respect to pieces of information.
A necessity measure N of a formula u is deﬁned as follows:
NðuÞ ¼ 1Pð:uÞ;
which corresponds to the certainty degree associated with u from available pieces of
information.
An important notion that can be derived from a possibility measure is the concept of
possibility distribution. A possibility distribution p is a mapping from X to the interval
[0,1]. From a possibility measure P, p is simply deﬁned by "x 2 X, p(x) = P(/x) where
/x is the formula which has only one model which is x. And conversely, P can be simply
obtained from p as follows: P(u) = max{p(x) : x  u}. The possibility degree p(x) repre-
sents the compatibility of x with available pieces of information. By convention, p(x) = 1
means that x is totally possible, and p(x) = 0 means that x is impossible. When
p(x) > p(x 0), x is a preferred to x 0 for being the real state of the world. A possibility dis-
tribution p is said to be normalized if there exists at least one interpretation which is con-
sistent with available pieces of information, namely:
9x 2 X; pðxÞ ¼ 1:2.2.1. Possibilistic conditioning
Conditioning [8] is a crucial notion for updating pieces of information (encoded by p)
when a new evidence (completely sure information) e, is observed.
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sections, we will only consider the so-called the min-based conditioning [8,7], deﬁned by
pðxj/Þ ¼
1 if pðxÞ ¼ Pð/Þ and x  /;
pðxÞ if pðxÞ < Pð/Þ and x  /;
0 otherwise:
8><
>: ð1Þ
The existence of multiple deﬁnitions of conditioning, leads to several deﬁnitions of inde-
pendence (see for instance [12–14]).
In this paper, we will only consider the non-interactivity relation [15,11]:
Let X, Y and Z be distinct subsets of V. X and Y are independent in the context of Z, iﬀ
"x 2 DX, "y 2 DY, "z 2 DZ,
pðxyjzÞ ¼ minðpðxjzÞ; pðyjzÞÞ:2.3. Possibilistic logic
A possibilistic knowledge base [16] is a ﬁnite set of weighted formulas:
R ¼ fðui; aiÞ : i ¼ 1; . . . ;mg;
where ai is the lower-boundary of the necessity degree N(u). Namely, N(ui)P ai. Formu-
las with a necessity degree equal to 0 are not explicitly represented in the knowledge base.
The higher is the degree associated with a formula the more certain it is.
A possibilistic knowledge base R is said to be consistent if its classical support, obtained
by forgetting the weights, is classically consistent.
Deﬁnition 1. Let R be a possibilistic knowledge base. The inconsistency degree of R,
denoted Inc(R), is deﬁned by
IncðRÞ ¼ maxfai : RPai  ?g; ð2Þ
where RPai is a set of possibilistic formulas in R having a weight greater or equal to ai.
Inc(R) = 0 means that R is consistent.
Lang [17] proposed an algorithm to compute the inconsistency degree of R with a com-
plexity equal to log2nSAT where n is the number of diﬀerent valuations involved in R, and
SAT is the propositional satisﬁability test.
Possibilistic knowledge bases are compact representations of possibility distributions.
Namely, we associate to each possibilistic knowledge base a unique possibility distribution
[16] which is deﬁned by
"x 2 X,
pRðxÞ ¼
1 if 8ðui; aiÞ 2 R; x  ui;
1maxfai : x2ui : ðui; aiÞ 2 Rg otherwise:
(
ð3ÞExample 1. Let R ¼ f a _ b; 12
 
; a; 14
 g be a possibilistic knowledge base.
Then, pRðabÞ ¼ pRða:bÞ ¼ 1; pRð:abÞ ¼ 34; pRð:a:bÞ ¼ 12.
ab and a:b are models of R. :ab is preferred to :a:b since it falsiﬁes a lower-weighted
formula a; 14
 
regarding :a:b which falsiﬁes a _ b; 12
 
.
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ized. Namely, pR is normalized if and only if R is consistent. Moreover, it can be checked
that [16]:
IncðRÞ ¼ 1max
x
pRðxÞ:Deﬁnition 2. Two knowledge bases R and R0 are said to be equivalent if and only if they
have the same associated possibility distributions. Namely:
8x 2 X; pRðxÞ ¼ pR0 ðxÞ:
Possibilistic knowledge bases can be simpliﬁed by applying subsumption which allows to
delete (or to add) some formulas without lose of information.
The subsumption is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 3. Let (u,a) be a formula in R. Then (u,a) is said to be subsumed by R if R and
Rn{u,a} are equivalent knowledge bases.
Namely, subsumed formulas are redundant formulas that can be removed or added
without changing possibility distributions.
2.4. Standard possibilistic networks and algorithms
2.4.1. Standard possibilistic networks
We now deﬁne the standard possibilistic networks, denotedPG, which can be viewed as
the counterparts of probabilistic bayesian networks [2,4,1]. A standard possibilistic net-
work consists of:
• A graphical component: It is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Nodes represent variables
and edges correspond to ‘‘causality’’ links.
• A quantitative component: Uncertainty is represented at each node by local conditional
possibility distributions.
The normalization conditions on each variable A of the graph are:
– If A is a root, namely UA = ;, then we provide p(a) and pð:aÞ with
maxðpðaÞ; pð:aÞÞ ¼ 1.
– If A has parents, namely UA5 ;, then we provide p(ajuA) and pð:ajuAÞ, with
maxðpðajuAÞ; pð:ajuAÞÞ ¼ 1, for each uA 2 DUA , where DUA is the cartesian product of
domains of variables which are parents of A.
Possibilistic networks are also compact representations of possibility distributions. In
fact, we can follow the same procedure as in probability theory by expressing a joint pos-
sibility distribution as a combination of conditional possibility distributions (chain rule).
Namely,
pPGða1; . . . ; anÞ ¼ min
i¼1;...;n
pðaijuAiÞ; ð4Þ
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domains associated with variables UAi which are parents of Ai.
Example 2. Fig. 1 gives an example of a possibilistic network. Table 1 provides local
conditional possibility distributions of each node given its parents.
Using the possibilistic chain rule, the possibility degree of pHGð:ab:cdÞ is computed as
follows:
pHGð:ab:cdÞ ¼ minðpð:aÞ; pðbj:aÞ;pð:cj:aÞ; pðdjb:cÞÞ ¼ min 1; 1
4
; 1; 1
 
¼ 1
4
:2.4.2. Inference algorithm in multiply connected possibilistic networks
Propagation algorithms aim to establish a posteriori possibility distribution of each
node A given some evidence on a set of variables E. When DAGs are singly connected then
the propagation algorithm is polynomial. In this section, we only focus on multiply con-
nected graphs.
A well-known propagation algorithm for multiply connected graphs proceeds to a
transformation of the initial graph into a junction tree. The main steps of the junction tree
construction are:
– Moralisation of the initial DAG: Create an undirected graph from the initial graph and
add links between parents of a common variable.Fig. 1. Example of possibilistic causal network PG.
Table 1
Local conditional possibility distributions associated with DAG of Fig. 1
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nodes in cycles of length four or greater.
– Building a junction tree from the triangulated moral graph: Consists of the junction tree
construction by choosing the appropriate clusters and separators from the triangulated
graph.
The main idea of these steps is to transform multiply connected graphs into tree struc-
tures by gathering some variables in a same node. Each node of the resulting tree, called
cluster, is a set of variables. Common variables of two adjacent clusters are grouped into
another type of node, called a separator.
Fig. 2 gives an example of a junction tree associated with the DAG of Fig. 1 (there are
two clusters {ABC} and {BCD} and one separator {BC} which is the intersection of the
two clusters).
The propagation algorithm is then applied on this resulting structure. The idea is to
require that adjacent clusters sharing common variables should have the same marginal
distributions with respect to these common variables namely on their separator. The main
steps of the junction tree propagation algorithm are (for more details see [3,18]):
• Step S1: Standard initialization
This step initializes possibility distributions associated with clusters and separators
using local possibility distributions in the initial DAG.
– For each cluster Ci : pICi  1, where 1 is a possibility distribution where all elements
have a highest possibility degree 1.
– For each separator Sij : pISij  1.
– For each variable A, select a cluster Ci containing A [ UA and update its possibility
distributions as follows: pICi : p
I
Ci
 minðpICi ;PðAjUAÞÞ.• Step S2: Standard handling of evidence
If one has an evidence E = {e1, . . . ,en}, then for each ei select a cluster Ci containing Ei,
and update its possibility distribution as follows:
pICiðxÞ ¼ minðpIðxÞ; peiðxÞÞ;
where peiðxÞ is deﬁned:
peiðxÞ ¼
1 if x  ei;
0 otherwise:

ð5Þ
After initialization and handling evidence, steps S3 and S4 consist of updating local distri-
butions associated with Cj and Sij (separator) for each message sent from Ci to Cj (adjacent
clusters). The sequence of updating is not important. Steps S3 and S4 are repeated until
the junction tree is globally consistent, namely adjacent clusters should have same mar-
ginal distributions with respect to common variables, namely:Fig. 2. Junction tree associated with graph PG of Fig. 1.
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CinSij
ptCi ¼ ptþ1Sij ¼ maxCjnSij p
t
Cj
:
• Step S3: Standard updating of separators
The distribution associated with a separator Sij, denoted pSij , is updated using the local
possibility distribution pCi associated with the cluster Ci sending the message:
ptþ1Sij  maxCinSij p
t
Ci
; ð6Þ
where t (respectively t + 1) means the moment before (respectively after) sending the
message from Ci to Cj through Sij.
• Step S4: Standard updating of clusters
Each cluster updates its possibility distribution, denoted ptþ1Cj , when receiving a message
from its adjacent separator as follows:
ptþ1Cj  min ptCj ; ptSij
 
: ð7Þ
• Step S5: Computing queries
When the junction tree is consistent, computing P(A = ajE) consists in selecting any
cluster containing A and marginalizing PCi on A:
PðA ¼ ajEÞ ¼ PCiðA ¼ aÞ:3. Hybrid representation of possibilistic networks
Pieces of information can be provided either in terms of possibilistic knowledge bases or
in terms of conditional possibility distributions (if the size of universe of discourse is rea-
sonable). They can also be represented either using graphical structures or logic-based
structures.
In this section, we describe our hybrid representation of uncertain information in pos-
sibilistic networks.
The aim of this representation is to take advantage of these two possible representation
formats. Graphical representation is used to take advantage of independence relations,
and logic-based representation is used to have compact representation of possibility
distributions.
Local uncertainty is no longer represented by conditional possibility distributions but
by possibilistic knowledge bases. As it is said in Section 1, the main advantage of this rep-
resentation concerns space complexity. Indeed, during the junction tree construction, it
may happen that the size of clusters can be very large. In this case, it can be impossible
to explicitly construct possibility distributions associated with clusters.
Hybrid possibilistic causal networks, denoted HG, are characterized by:
• A graphical component which is represented by a DAG (like standard possibilistic causal
networks), denoted HG, that allows to represent independence relationships.
• A quantitative component which encodes uncertainties. It associates to each node a local
knowledge base instead of a conditional possibility distribution. Namely, at each node
Ai, one provides a possibilistic knowledge base RAi which represents a local knowledge
base regarding the variable A and its parents.
Fig. 3. Example of hybrid graph HG.
Table 2
Joint possibility distribution PHG associated with HG of Fig. 3
x pHG x pHG x pHG x pHG
abcd 14 a:bcd 14 :abcd 14 :a:bcd 12
abc:d 14 a:bc:d 14 :abc:d 14 :a:bc:d 12
ab:cd 14 a:b:cd 14 :ab:cd 14 :a:b:cd 1
ab:c:d 14 a:b:c:d 14 :ab:c:d 14 :a:b:c:d 1
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pRAi ðAi ^ UiÞ using Eq. (3). Hybrid graphs are also compact representations of joint pos-
sibility distributions. Namely, a possibility distribution associated with a hybrid possibilis-
tic network HG is deﬁned by
8x; pHGðxÞ ¼ min
Ai2V
pRAi ðxÞ; ð8Þ
where fpRAi : Ai 2 V g are possibility distributions associated with fRAi : Ai 2 V g using Eq.
(3).
Example 3. Fig. 3 provides an example of hybrid possibilistic graphs.
Let RA, RB and RC be the local possibility knowledge bases respectively on A, B and C:
RA ¼ :a; 3
4
  	
;
RB ¼ :a _ :b; 3
4
 
; a _ :b; 3
4
  	
;
RC ¼ a _ :c; 1
2
 
; :a _ c; 1
4
  	
;
RD ¼ b _ :c _ :d; 3
4
 
; :b _ :c _ d; 1
2
  	
:
The joint possibility distribution associated with HG is given in Table 2.4. Propagation algorithms on hybrid junction trees
This section presents the counterpart of the junction tree propagation algorithm for a
hybrid representation.
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ture, namely DAGs. Therefore, the transformation from a DAG to a junction tree
in hybrid representation exactly follows the same steps of Section 2 (moralisation, tri-
angulation, etc.). One of the limits of junction tree algorithm is that the transformation
step of initial multiply connected graph can produce clusters with a great number of
variables. In that case, it may be impossible to get local joint possibility distributions
on clusters.
Before introducing the propagation algorithm in the hybrid framework, we need to
present the notion of prioritized forgetting (see [5]) which allow to give the syntactic coun-
terpart of the marginalization process.
4.1. Prioritized forgetting: a syntactic computation of marginalization
Lin and Reiter [19] proposed an approach allowing variable domain restriction in prop-
ositional knowledge bases (see [20,21] for details). Variable forgetting (also known as pro-
jection or marginalization) is deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 4. Let K be a propositional knowledge base and X be a propositional variable
set. The forgetting of X in K, denoted forget(K,X), is equivalent to a propositional formula
that can be inductively deﬁned as follows:
• forget(K,;) = K,
• forget(K, {x}) = Kx ? _ Kx >,
• forget(K,X [ {x}) = forget(forget(K,X), {x}),
where Kx ? (respectively Kx >) refers to K in which we affect false (respectively true)
value to each occurrence of x. By Ki _ Kj we mean the set {(ui _ wj) : ui 2 Ki and wj 2 Kj}.
This approach is deﬁned for classical propositional logic. We present an extension of
this deﬁnition, called prioritized forgetting, which deals with possibilistic knowledge bases.
First, we need to precise the notion of disjunction.
Deﬁnition 5. Let R1 and R2 be two possibilistic knowledge bases. The disjunction of two
bases in possibilistic framework, denoted by , is deﬁned as follows:
R1 R2 ¼ fðui _ wj;minðai; bjÞÞ : ðui; aiÞ 2 R1 and ðwj; bjÞ 2 R2g:
Prioritized forgetting, denoted pforget, can then be deﬁned as a simple extension of Def-
inition 4 by replacing classical disjunction (_) by the operator deﬁned above:Deﬁnition 6. Let R be a possibilistic knowledge base and X be a variable set. The
prioritized forgetting of X in R, denoted pforget(R,X), is equivalent to a possibilistic
knowledge base deﬁned by
• pforget(R,;) = R,
• pforget(R, {x}) = Kx ? Kx >,
• pforget(R,X [ {x}) = pforget(pforget(R,X), {x}).
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distributions. More precisely:
Proposition 1. Let R be a possibilistic knowledge base and p its associated distribution. Let X
be a set of variables. Then the possibility distribution associated with pforget(R,X), denoted
ppforget(R, X) is equivalent to the possibility distribution resulting from the semantic
marginalization of X in R:ppforgetðR;X Þ ¼ max
V nX
pR: ð9ÞProof (Sketch). For sake of simplicity (without loss of generality) we assume that R is
under clausal form and is free of tautologies. We also assume that clauses do not contain
repeated literals.
To show that ppforget(R,X)(Æ) = maxVnXpR(Æ) it is enough to show that the equality holds
for a singleton.
Let A be a variable. We need to show that:
8x 2 B2V nfAgDB; ppforgetðR;fAgÞðxÞ ¼ maxðpRðxaÞ; pRðx:aÞÞ: ð10Þ
In [22] it has been shown that if R1 and R2 are two possibilistic knowledge bases
then 8x; p
R1 R2
ðxÞ ¼ maxðpR1ðxÞ; pR2ðxÞÞ. This means that ppforgetðR;fAgÞðxÞ
¼ maxðpRA >ðxÞ; pRA ?ðxÞÞ.
Therefore to show (10) it is enough to show that "x 2 ·B2Vn{A}DB, pRðxaÞ ¼ pRA > ðxÞ
and pRðx:aÞ ¼ pRA ?ðxÞ.
The proof of pRðxaÞ ¼ pRA >ðxÞ (respectively pRðx:aÞ ¼ pRA ?ðxÞ is immediate. Let
(/,a) 2 R be a possibilistic formula. If / is falsiﬁed by xa then /A > is falsiﬁed by x and
conversely.
Indeed, if / is a clause that does not contain a then / is equivalent to /A >, hence xa
falsiﬁes / iff x falsiﬁes /A >.
Now, if / is of the form w _ a then /A > is equivalent to a tautology, hence xa and x
satisﬁes respectively / and /A >.
Lastly, if / is of the form w _ :a then /A > is equivalent to w, hence xa falsiﬁes w _ :a
iff x falsiﬁes w. h4.2. Propagation algorithm
The main steps of the new hybrid junction tree (HJT) algorithm are summarized in the
following ﬁgure:Procedure Hybrid junction tree propagation
Begin– Junction tree construction from the initial graph.
– Apply step H1: Hybrid initialization,
– Apply step H2: Hybrid handling of evidence (if e5 ;),
While (Junction tree is not consistent) do
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– Apply step H4: Hybrid updating clusters.
done
– Apply step H5: Hybrid computing queries.
Steps H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 are detailed below.
EndSteps (H1–H5) are the counterparts of steps (S1–S5) using hybrid representation based
on possibilistic knowledge bases.
4.3. Step H1: Hybrid initialization
This step consists of initializing the junction tree by assigning knowledge bases to clus-
ters and separators.
• An empty knowledge base RCi is ﬁrst assigned to each cluster Ci:
RCi  ;:
• An empty knowledge base RSij is also assigned to each separator Sij:
RSij  ;:
• For each variable A, select a cluster Ci containing {A} [ UA and add to the knowledge
base RCi the possibilistic base RA associated with A:RCi  RCi [ RA:Proposition 2. The joint possibility distribution pHJT associated with the junction tree HJT
after the initialization step is equivalent to the initial joint distribution pHG associated with
the initial graph HG (before the graphical transformation):p ¼ pHG ¼ pIHJT ¼ mini¼1;...;n p
I
RCi
;where pIHJT is the possibility distribution associated with RHJT after the initialization step, and
pHG is the distribution associated with the initial graph.
This result can be immediately proved since RIHJT ¼
Sn
i¼1R
I
Ci
¼ SAj2HGRAj ¼ RHG, where
RAj is the possibilistic knowledge base associated with the variable Aj (Aj 2 HJT).Fig. 4. Message passing in the junction tree HJT.
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local knowledge bases of the initial graph HG presented in Example 3, local knowledge
bases associated with clusters after the initialization step are:
RC1 ¼ RA [ RB [ RC ¼ :a;
3
4
 
; a _ :b; 3
4
 
; a _ :c; 1
2
  	
 :a _ c; 1
4
 
and :a _ :b; 3
4
 
are subsumed formulas
 
:
RC2 ¼ RD ¼ b _ :c _ :d;
3
4
 
; :b _ :c _ d; 1
2
  	
:
Let us consider the interpretation x ¼ :ab:cd. We have:
pHJTð:ab:cdÞ ¼ minðpRC1 ð:ab:cÞ; pRC2 ðb:cdÞÞ ¼ 14 which is the same as pHGð:ab:cdÞ
computed in Table 2.4.4. Step H2: Hybrid handling evidence (if e5 ;)
To handle the evidence, we should update the initial local knowledge base at the level of
the initial hybrid possibilistic graph HG.
Indeed, we should encode the evidence e for each observed variable E = e, by adding
the possibilistic formula (e, 1) to a local knowledge base RCi where Ci is a cluster contain-
ing E.
More precisely, if one has an evidence Ei = ei, then select a cluster Ci containing Ei, and
update its possibility distribution as follows:
RCi ¼ RCi [ Rei ;
where Rei is deﬁned:
Rei ¼
ðei; 1Þ if Ei is observed to ei;
; otherwise:

ð11Þ
After the hybrid handling evidence step (H2), the distribution pRCi associated with RCi (Ci:
updated cluster) is the same as the distribution pCi computed using the step S2 during the
standard algorithm process. Namely:
pH2RCi ¼ p
S2
Ci
:
In fact,
pH2RCi ¼ minðp
H1
RCi
; pRei Þ
ðunion of the knowledge bases is the syntactic counterpart of the min
operator on their possibility distributionsÞ
¼ minðpS1Ci ; pRei Þ
Since pRei is deﬁned by (using (3)):
pRei ðxÞ ¼
1 if x  ei;
0 otherwise:

ð12Þ
Then, pa ¼ pRa and pH2RCi ¼ p
S2
Ci
.
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After the initialization and handling evidence steps, messages are sent between clusters
in order to guarantee the consistency conditions. If, for instance, for given two clusters Ci
and Cj, we have:
max
CinSij
pCi 6¼ max
CjnSij
pCj ;
then Ci and Cj should update their knowledge bases iteratively. The following two elemen-
tary steps are repeated until reaching consistency:
– A separator Sij computes its knowledge base from Ci (respectively Cj).
– A cluster Cj (respectively Ci) updates its knowledge base taking into account the knowl-
edge base of the separator previously computed.
The knowledge base RSij , associated with a separator Sij, represents the restriction (mar-
ginalization) of the base RCi (respectively RCj ) on common variables in the separator Sij.
This knowledge base is immediately obtained thanks to Proposition 1.
Corollary 1. After receiving a message from Ci, the possibilistic knowledge base RSij
associated with Sij is updated as follows:
RSij ¼ pforgetðRCi ;Ci n SijÞ:Example 5. We assume that E = ;. Given the hybrid junction tree HJT in Fig. 4 and the
local knowledge bases RC1 and RC2 in Example 4. Let us compute the knowledge base RS12 ,
associated with the separator S12 using RC1 . This leads to forgetting the variable A. Let us
apply the deﬁnition of pforget:
– Ra ? ¼ :b; 34
 
; :c; 1
2
 
 
– Ra > ¼ ?; 34
 
 
RS12 ¼ pforgetðRC1 ; fAgÞ ¼ :b;
3
4
 
; :c; 1
2
  	
:4.6. Step H4: Hybrid updating clusters
Proposition 3. When receiving a message from Ci to Cj (via Sij), the possibilistic knowledge
base RCi associated with Ci is updated as follows:
RCi ¼ RCi [ RSij ; ð13Þ
where the union is in fact the syntactical equivalent of possibilistic distributions combination
by the minimum operator.
The global distribution pHJT associated with the junction tree HJT is the same as the
initial distribution since p ¼ pHG ¼ pIHJT ¼ mini¼1;...;npRCi . The proof can be easily checked
since RCi [ RCj [ RSij is equivalent to RCi [ RCj .
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ing stability (global consistency) in the junction tree. Formally, HJT is consistent if "i, j,
we have:
RSij ¼ pforgetðRCi ;Ci n SijÞ ¼ pforgetðRCj ;Cj n SijÞ: ð14ÞProposition 4. The joint possibility distribution pHJT associated with the junction tree after
sending all messages (updating clusters and updating separators’ steps) is equivalent to the
initial distribution conditioned with evidence E:
pð:jEÞ ¼ pHGð:jEÞ ¼ pHJTð:jEÞ:Example 6. We assume that E = ;. The knowledge base RC2 associated with the cluster C2
after receiving RS12 is:
RC2 ¼ RC2 [ RS12 ¼ b _ :c _ :d; 34
 
; :b _ :c _ d; 12
 
; :b; 34
 
; :c; 12
 
 
which is equiva-
lent to RC2 ¼ b _ :c _ :d; 34
 
; :b; 34
 
; :c; 12
 
 
.
At the end of propagation process, we obtain the following local knowledge bases:
– RC1 ¼ :a; 34
 
; :b; 3
4
 
; :c; 1
2
 
 
:
– RC2 ¼ :b; 34
 
; :c; 1
2
 
; b _ :c _ :d; 3
4
 
 
:
It can be checked that HJT is consistent.
Moreover, the possibility distribution associated with HJT is equivalent to the initial
possibility distribution. For instance,
pHJTð:ab:cdÞ ¼ minðpR1ð:ab:cdÞ; pR1ð:ab:cdÞÞ ¼ min
1
4
;
1
4
 
¼ 1
4
:4.7. H5: Hybrid computing queries
The propagation algorithm aims to evaluate the conditional possibility distribution
associated with a variable A after or not observing some other variables. Thus, computing
P(AjE) is done syntactically using possibilistic inference once the junction tree is
consistent:
Proposition 5. Let R be a possibilistic knowledge base. Let a be an instance of A. Then,
pðaÞ ¼ 1 IncðR [ fða; 1ÞgÞ;
where Inc(R [ {(a,1)}) is the inconsistency degree of R [ {(a,1)}. An approach for computing
the inconsistency degree Inc was proposed in [16].
Hence, once the junction tree is consistent, computing p(ajE) comes down to select any
cluster Ci that contains A and compute 1 IncðRCi [ fða; 1ÞgÞ which gives the possibility
degree of a given E.
Example 7. We recall that E = ;. Assume that we are interested to compute p(a). C1 is a
cluster which contains the variable A. Then, pðaÞ ¼ 1 IncðRC1 [ fða; 1ÞgÞ ¼ 1 34 ¼ 14.
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This section shows that hybrid possibilistic networks encode both possibilistic networks
and possibilistic logic.
We start by considering standard possibilistic causal networks PG where uncertainty is
represented at the level of nodes by conditional possibility distributions. The construction
of local possibilistic knowledge bases is similar to the one used in [23].
First, hybrid network will have the same structure as the standard possibilistic network.
Let A be a binary variable and ai be an instance of this variable. Let p(aijui) be a local pos-
sibility degree associated with ai given ui, where ui is an element of cartesian product of its
parents (UA) domains. Let us associate the following possibilistic knowledge base with the
node A:
RA ¼ fð:ai _ :ui; aiÞ : ai ¼ 1 pðaijuiÞ 6¼ 0g: ð15Þ
It is easy to check that the conditional possibilities are recovered from RA using Eq. (3).
pRAðai ^ uiÞ ¼ 1 ai holds since interpretations that satisfy ai ^ ui falsify ð:ai _ :ui; aiÞ.
Normalization is also satisﬁed since pRAðuiÞ ¼ maxðpRAðai ^ uiÞ; pRAð:ai ^ uiÞÞ ¼ 1 (i.e.
:ai ^ ui satisﬁes ð:ai _ :ui; aiÞ).
Then, it can be easily proved that "x,
pPGðxÞ ¼ pHGðxÞ; ð16Þ
where pPG and pHG are obtained by using Eqs. (4) and (8).
Example 8. Let us build a hybrid possibilistic causal network HG from standard
possibilistic causal networkPG of Example 2 by associating knowledge bases to each node
using (15). Uncertainty at the level of nodes A, B and C (binary variables) is represented by
possibilistic knowledge bases RA, RB and RC as follows:RA ¼ a; 1
4
  	
;
RB ¼ :b; 1
2
  	
;
RC ¼ :a _ :b _ c; 3
4
 
; a _ :b _ :c; 1
2
 
; :a _ b _ c; 1
4
 
; a _ b _ c; 1
4
  	
:We can check that the joint possibility distribution pHG(ABC) using Eq. (8) is the same as
the one given in Example 2. For instance, pHGð:ab:cÞ ¼ minðRAð:ab:cÞ;
RBð:ab:cÞ;RCð:ab:cÞÞ ¼ min 34 ; 12 ; 1
  ¼ 1
2
¼ pPGð:ab:cÞ.
The encoding of possibilistic knowledge base R is immediate. Its associated hybrid pos-
sibilistic network HG can be constructed in the following way:
• Select an arbitrary variable A. Assign to A the knowledge base R.
• For each variable B5 A, add a link from B to A.
• Assign an empty possibilistic knowledge base to B.
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pHGðxÞ ¼ pRðxÞ; ð17Þ
since pHG ¼ pRA and RA = R.
6. Experimental results
The hybrid junction tree algorithm proposed in Section 4 can be used as an alternative
propagation algorithm to the standard one. The idea of the implemented algorithm is the
following: if in the initialization step, the size of cluster is not preventing to use possibility
distributions (great variable number in clusters) then standard propagation steps (S1–S5)
described in Section 2 are used. Now, if it is impossible to represent distribution over clus-
ters, then we use alternative steps (H1–H5).
The main steps of the implemented algorithm is summarized as the following:
It is clear that our algorithm is an improvement of standard junction tree propagation,
since steps H1–H5 are run only if it is not possible to initialize the junction tree with expli-
cit local conditional possibility distributions. In this section, we present experimental
results for the proposed possibilistic propagation algorithm. These experimentations show
that our algorithm is a real improvement, since we identify several examples where stan-
dard junction tree blocks, while our algorithm provides answers.
The experimentation was conducted on sets of randomly generated possibilistic net-
works. DAGs are generated randomly by varying number of nodes and the maximum
number of parents. We deﬁne links ratio to be the average number of links per node in
the graph. Local conditional distributions on each node in the context of its parents are
also generated randomly respecting the normalization constraints. It is well-known that
the performance of standard junction tree does not depend on numerical degrees
assigned to interpretations. In hybrid networks, the performance of the propagation
algorithms depends on possibility distributions. The smaller is the number of interpre-
tations having possibility degrees diﬀerent from 0 and 1, the more eﬃcient is the algo-
rithm. In our experimentation, the number of interpretations having possibility degree
diﬀerent of 0 and 1 is around 25%. The experimentations show that with networks con-
taining 35 (respectively 40, 50, 60) nodes, it begins to be impossible to initialize local
distributions at the level of clusters with links ratio around 4.45 (respectively 3.55,
2.72, 1.78).Procedure Hybrid junction tree propagation
Begin– Junction tree construction from the initial graph
– Apply step S1: Standard initialization
If (Standard initialization succeeds) then
– Apply step S2: Standard handling of evidence,
While (Junction tree is not consistent) do– Apply step S3: Standard updating separators,
– Apply step S4: Standard updating clusters.
done
– Apply step S5: Standard computing queries.
else
Table 3
Experimental results
Nb nodes Average ratio of links/nodes JT algo errors (%) Average time hybrid (s) Hybrid algo errors (%)
30 4.32 0 0.91s 0
35 4.42 8 126.45s 0
40 4.58 55 240.97s 2
45 4.55 87 393.37s 2
50 4.67 100 1535.48 15
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– Apply step H1: Hybrid initialization,
While (Junction tree is not consistent) do
– Apply step H2: Hybrid handling of evidence,
– Apply step H3: Hybrid updating separators,
– Apply step H4: Hybrid updating clusters.
done
– Apply step H5: Hybrid computing queries.
Steps H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 are detailed below.
end If
EndResults in Table 3 are obtained by ﬁxing the maximum number of parents to 10. In
most cases, we observe that hybrid junction tree algorithm provides a response. Our
new algorithm can only be limited by the running-time but never blocks. We chose to
set a time-limit equal to 10000 s. Clearly, in many examples when standard possibilistic
networks block our algorithm provides answers. Particularly for networks with 50 nodes,
standard junction tree algorithm blocks for basically each generated network.7. Conclusion
This paper provides a new representation of possibility networks, where conditional
possibility distributions are compactly represented by local possibilistic knowledge bases.
We have shown that standard possibilistic graphs can be equivalently encoded in hybrid
possibilistic graphs.
We then extended the notion of forgetting variables introduced in [19–21], and showed
that this extension indeed allows the computation of marginalized knowledge base.
An adaptation of junction tree algorithm is provided. When uncertainty on clusters is
described by possibilistic knowledge bases, our algorithm improves standard junction tree
propagation algorithms.
We also established the relationships between possibilistic frameworks and hybrid pos-
sibilistic networks. We have shown that hybrid possibilistic graphs can be encoded into
possibilistic logic and into standard possibilistic networks.
Lastly, we provide experimental studies where examples, which are blocked by standard
junction tree algorithm, are solved using our algorithm based on hybrid representation of
possibilistic networks.
242 S. Benferhat, S. Smaoui / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 44 (2007) 224–243The idea of combining logical-based representation and graphical models have been
previously considered by several authors [24–26,7]. In particular Moral [26] uses local
propagation algorithm for the deduction process in classical propositional logic. Our
approach can be viewed as an extension of their works where propositional formulas
are associated with necessity degree. However, the ﬁrst aim of this paper is strictly improv-
ing propagation algorithms in possibilistic networks, and not proposing an alternative
implementation of classical or possibilistic logic.
Based on this approach, our future works will focus on searching for the possibility of
using other operators such as product or maximum.
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